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Sydney University Hands Fulton
Debaters First Defeat of Season
Forceful Oratory and Clear Oratory of Australians
Earned Unanimous Decision
of the Judges
HEATHWOOD OUTSTANDING
On Friday, December 17, the Fulton Debating Team met defeat for the
first team this season at the hands of
the brilliant representatives of the
Sydney, Australia.
University of
Boston was unable to cope with the
powerful logic and forceful oratory

STUDENT ASSEMBLY
IN THE AUDITORIUM

the Anzacs. This was the first
home defeat incurred by the Fulton
in many years. The Fulton was represented by Mr. Frederick A. McDermott, '27, Mr. J. Leo Keefe, '27, and
Mr. Charles A. Hayden. '27, one of
the most powerful teams ever to represent the local college.
Mr.
McDermott is one of the best known
students at Boston College. He has
been prominent in debating circles for
four years. His experience in debating was manifested by the collected,
yet forceful, way in which he presented his arguments at Ford Hall on
December 17th, against Cambridge
University.
Mr. McDermott opened
the case for Boston College, stating
exactly the grounds on which Boston

Dean Presides Over Second
Assembly of Year

of

College was to meet its opponents.
Mr. McDermott emphatically declared
that a career for woman is wrong in
principle. Professional life belongs to
man alone and the woman's place is
in the home.
The first speaker for the Australians was Mr. Svdnev H. Heathwood, '20. Mr. Heatluvood proved
himself to be one of the most brilliant
debaters to oppose Boston College in
recent seasons. Cleverly refuting salient features of Mr. McDermott's
speech, and tearing the philosophical
foundation of the Boston College arguments to shreds with his whimsical
yet forceful rhetoric, Mr. Heath-wood
clearly established the fact that woman belongs net merely in the home
but in any field of life where she can
do the most good. Declaring that
women today are actually successful
in the professions, Mr. Heathwood
then showed that woman's ability to
carry on with man in these fields has
been clearly manifested. Mr. Heathwood's brilliant oratory and sparkling
wit marked him as the best speaker
of the evening.
The second speaker of the affirmative, Mr. Leo O'Keefe, unquestionably

delivered one of the best debates in
his career. Passing lightly over Mr.
Heathwood's arguments he devoted
his entire period to constructive argumentation. Proclaiming that a woman is by nature fitted for a different
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

HOGAN, '29, ENTERTAINS
The second student assembly of the
college year was held the Friday, the
Christmas recess began. The custom

is to hold these assemblies once a
month for the furthering of school
spirit. Owing to the number of holidays the early part of the college
year, one assembly had to be cancelled.
The assembly was presided over by
Rev. Fr. JlcHugh, S.J., dean of
studies.
Arthur Hagan '29, baritone soloist,
accompanied by Thomas Murphy '28,
on the piano, sang "Mavouraeen," by
Lang and "Just For Today," by Abbot. In response to the enthusiastic
applause Mr. Hagan was forced to
sing an encore, and he chose one of
McGormack's favo-ites, "At
Dawn\u25a0 \u25a0?^
lug','' by CiicliiiiiiL. Mr. Hagan must
be praised for his willingness to perform at any of the functions of the
*

<

college.

Rector Speaks
Reverend Fr. James H. Dolan, rector of the college, extended the greetings of the faculty for Christmas and
the New Year. In his talk Fr. Dolan,
as at a previous assembly, stressed
the importance of deciding upon a vocation, lie urged all once again to
sincerely and honestly endeavor to
answer the question, "Why Have I
Come to Boston College?"
Fr. Dolan expressed the hope that
all who were down in their studies
would make a determined effort to
raise their marks. He made reference to the strictness of the standards,
which can not suffer, wherefore the
men low in studies must concentrate

their energy to raise their present indivdual standards.
The assembly was brought to a close
by the singing of "Hail, Alma Mater,"
under the leadership of Francis Tondorf '27, president of the Musical
Clubs.

"Robin Hood" Discussed at Last
Meeting of English Academy for '26
"The Ballads of Robin Hood," was
the subject of the lecture which James
Hurney of Freshman A. gave at the
English Academy, last Tuesday afternoon in the last meeting of the organization that is to be held this year.
According to the speaker, one of the
three classes of the poetry of the people is the ballad. Two errors in the
understanding of the ballad are, the
confusion in the name of it and the
confusion in the treatment of it. Another error that is often made is the
failure to distinguish between the
narrative song and the pure lyric.
Mr. Hurney quoted Ritsen: "Songs
of sentiment, expression, or even
description, are properly
termed

Songs, in

contradistinction

to mere

narrative compositions which wo now
denominate Ballads."'
Two authorities, Gundtrig and Wolf,
though they disagree about the question of authorship, agree that the ballad must be the outcome and expression of a whole community, must be

homogeneous.

Moreover there must
be one habit of thought, and, one
standard of action must animate
every member.
According to Mr.
Hurney, we may add that it gives us
the sense of tradition, a flavor of
spontaneity, riches of the emotions
and of direct vision, poverty of intellect and reflection.
The metre of the ballad is usually
simple though not rough. Assonance
often takes the place of rhyme.
Mr. Hurney gave readings of
"Robin Hood's Rescuing of the
Widow's Three Sons," "The Lytell
Gcste of Robyn Hode." "The Death
and Burial of Robin Hood." These
clearly illustrated the statements that
were made previously and also showed
the interest of the ballads and brought
out their peculiar charm.
After the talk there was a lengthy

discussion of the man Robin Hood.
The question of his character were
debated upon by the members of the
academy.

DEBATE CANCELLED
Due to unforeseen complieain their schedule Leland
( Stanford were forced to cancel
/ the debate with the Fulton Do( bating Society, which was to
( have been held New Year's
) night. This would have been
I the fifth debate of the season
) for the Fulton.
)
The next debate in which the
( Fulton will participate is with
) C. C. N. Y., in Few York City,
) January 14, one week from

)
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McKenney and Kelleher Appointed
Assistants, Heaphy and McKenney
Varsity Coaches

Heaphy,

)

KELLEHER TO COACH YEARLINGS

(

i
)
(
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Prize of $50 in Gold to Be
Awarded to Winner Gift
of Fr. Harrigan, '89
EIGHT CONTESTANTS
Friday evening, at eight o'clock in
Assembly Hall, the annual oratorical
contest will be held. The Harrigan
award of $50 in gold, the gift of Rev.
John H. Harrigan, will be awarded to
the winner. Eight men have come
through the trials and will participate
in the finals. The honors were evenly
divided among the two upper classes,
four Juniors and four Seniors having
been selected.

The contestants and the order in
which they will speak are as follows:
William J. Killion, '28, will speak
on "The Johnsrn Immigration Bill."

U?at

v
Fulton team
defeated M. 1. T.
Francis W. I'helan, '28, has selected
as his topic, "America's Cancellation
Problem." Mr. Phelan was in the
finals of the Oratoricals last year.
James M. Curley, Jr., '28, will
speak on patriotism under the caption,
"The Unknown Soldier Speaks." Mr.
Curley was a member of the victorious Fulton team against Dartmouth.
Thomas A. O'Keefe, '27, will discuss
"The Greater Problem." Mr. O'Keefe
is a veteran debater, and this year
helped to vanomish Cambridge University of England.
J. Leo Keefe, '27, will speak on
"Soviet Russia." Mr. Keefe is an
able and experienced debater and was
a member of the Fulton team that met
the University of Sydney.
Frederic A. McDermott, '27, will
talk on "Present Tendencies in Government."
Mr. McDermott debated
against Cambridge and also against
Sydney. His brilliant rebuttal played
a vital part in defeating Cambridge.
Joseph B. Doyle, '28, has chosen as
his subject for discussion, "Whither
the Monroe Doctrine?" Mr. Doyle debated against M. I. T.

Charles A. Hayden, '27, will speak
"Woodrow Wilson, the Dreamer

and His Dream." Mr. Hayden has
taken part in many inter-collegiate
debates and this season debated
against the University of Sydney,

Australia.
After every three speakers and
while the judges are conferring, mu-

sical entertainment will be provided.

CLASS OF '19
HELD BANQUET
AT

Leo Daley Chosen Head Coach
to Install the Graduate System

)

ANNUAL ORATORICAL
TEST, FRIDAY, 8 P.M.

on

No. 12

UNIVERSITY CLUB

FRENCH DEBATE
AT PHILOMATHEIA
French

Academy

Football Not

Proves

Overemphasized

NEGATIVE VICTOR
The orators of the French Academy
have proved that football in its present condition is not being over-emphasized but rather is to be encouraged in its practice. At a debate held
recently at the Philomatheia clubhouse, the judges, after much deliberation, awarded the decision to
Messrs. Herve Bedard, '29, and Maurice Downey, '28, who argued on the
negative side of the question, "Resolved, That this house regrets the
over-emphasis accorded the game of
football in our colleges and universities." The affirmative was upheld by
Messrs. Joseph Birmingham, '29, and
Frank A. Murphy, '28. John J. Hayes,
'30, was chairman of the debate.
Entirely French Program
Throughout the evening an entirely
7iv.-,. -\ ~f .-\u25a0>... ;,h rt .v ;;-(,'va;'cd.
.Mr,
t
Joseph Hopkinson, '27, played a piano
solo, "Valse Romantique." Mr. Edward Murray, '29, recited a declama-

tion entitled. "Le bon site."
In his introductory speech the
chairman gave a brief outline of the
accomplishments of the Academy
since 1925. The first speaker for the
affirmative, Mr. Birmingham, considered the financial and educational disadvantages arising from the present
over-emphasis of football. He showed
the appalling expenses of the game,
and compared the teachers' salary
with that of the coach.
In opening the case for the negative, Maurice Downey defended the
condition of the .came by pointing out
the restrictions placed on coach and
player. Frank A. Murphy, the second speaker for the affirmative,
pointed out the over-emphasis of the
game from an ethical viewpoint. In
closing he offered several remedies
for the game, which remedies were
quickly discounted by the opposition.
While the speakers were preparing
(Cont, on Page 3, Col. 3)

The selection of D. Leo Daley, a
thorough student of football, as head
coach of the Boston College football
eleven for next fall met with instant
favor among the alumni on its
announcement recently, for not only
is Daley an alumnus but he was recognized as the most experienced of
the men under consideration for the
position.

Ever since his graduation from
Boston College in 1916, Daley has
been active as a football coach, turning out fine scholastic teams as well
as building up the reputation of Pere
Marquette teams in the independent
field.
While Daley himself never played
under Major Cavanaugh, he has
studied the Cavanaugh system, has
coached Cavanaugh players on his
Pere teams, and will have three Cavanaugh stars for his assistants.
While the Cavanaugh influence is apparent, still many feel that Daley will
fit in easily during his first year because of his intimate knowledge of
that style of game. It is also believed that Daley will bring a touch
of newness and possibly of boldness
to the old and tried attack of Boston
College elevens.
Staff of Assistants Named
Jack Heaphy, coach of Boston Col>->g-j I'feh Sch<AT.-tc. ..««..._
eaptai-i of tha Bow ion College eleven
this fall,
were
named assistant
coaches, while Bill Kelleher, who has
been coach of the Rindge Technical
teams since his graduation, will be
the freshman coach.
Daniel M, Lyons, chairman of the
Graduate Athletic Advisory Board,
announced the selections and said
that ail had been signed with the exception of McKenney.
McKenney,
who is now a senior at Boston College, will not make any decision relative to his acceptance just now, but
it is believed that he will certainly
be on the staff.
Coach Daley had a busy time receiving the congratulations of his
many friends.
While he did not wish to make any
definite statements until after considerable deliberation, he mentioned the
necessity of installing a new offense
and spoke of his confidence in the assistant coaches appointed.
Although the establishment of a
graduate coaching system at Boston
(Cont. on Page 6, Col. 1)
-

Plans for Junior Week Are Nearly
Complete---Tickets On Sale This Week
President James M. Curley announced yesterday that all arrangements, with the exception of the selection of orchestras, for 1928 Junior
week, have been completed. The annual Junior week comes this year, as
is the custom the first week of February. Tickets for the activities of
the week, ten dollars a couple, went on
sale yesterday. These tickets or
tickets for the individual events may
be obtained from the officers of the
class, or from any member of the various committees in charge of the
various functions. Each year Junior
week assumes more extensive proportions. Junior week of 1928 marks the
inaugural of two new events, the Tea

The annual banquet of the class of
1919, Boston College, was served last
evening at the University Club, with'
a special program of entertainment.
The principal address was made by
Ex-Mayor John P. Fitzgerald of Boston. Other speakers were Edward
M. Sullivan of the Boston School
Committee, Gen. Clarence F.. Edwards
and Richard S. Tee-ling, president of
the Boston College Alumni Association. John M. Tobin, '19, was toast-

Reception Wednesday afternoon and
the Basketball game, Thursday night.
Program
Junior week will be opened by
Smoker and Vaudeville, Tuesdaynight at the Heights. Wednesday afternoon the Tea Reception will be held
in the Crystal Room of the Hotel
Kcnmore, from 4,30 to 7.30. Wednes-

master.

day night

the Junior Show- will hi

held in the Fine Arts Theatre at 8.15.
Rehearsals for the show start this
week. Any Junior desirous of takingpart in the show should see Joseph
Donahue, chairman of the show. The
show will be original, all the lines
and music being written by students.
The orchestra of the Musical will
furnish music and the Glee Club will
give a short concert.
Thursday night at St. Mary's Hall,
Cambridge, there will be a basketball
game between Boston College and
Holy Cross. After the game there
will be a reception tendered to the
players.
Friday morning at 9.30 the Junior
class will receive Holy Communion in
St. Ignatius' Church. The sermon
will be preached by Fr. O'Malley,
Junior student counsellor.
Friday evening- at 9 o'clock the
Junior Reception will >ac held in the
Elks' balirooiu.
The orchestras that will play at the
Tea reception, the basketball reception and the Junior reception, will be
announced next week.

STAFF
F. A. Murphy, '2S; J. E. O'Louglilln.
I'. fJuarlno,
Editorial Hoard
William H. Maniell. '27; M. J. Kane,
News Staff? F. A. McDerniott. 27: A. E. McCrann. '28; R. C. MaeDonald. '2S; P.
Oahill, '20: R T. Hughes. '2!>: F. .1. McDonnell. '20; I>. .1. Cotter. '30; J. J. Hayes.
Sporting Stall'?.T. R.wlor. '28; \V. Flynn. '20: .1. Harawoll. '20: A. Mnnalian, '20;
Le'-uver. '20: .1. Council, '20: .1. Spencer. '20; ,T. F. IKvvor, '30.
Art S'talt'
T. Unity.
Advertising Assistants?J. ('. Druniiiiond, "27; F. P. Cares'. '28; .1. I'. (iill, '28: L.
Fenneli. '20.
Circulation Assistants
J. Carly, '2S: M. J. Crelian. '20; J. E. Curran,
Intercollegiate Editor

'28
'2'.l
'2S

c.

'30,

F.
'20
L!.
"28

THE FIRST DEGREE
is the story of an editorial writer. It happened that, in the
search for inspiration, this editorial writer wandered aimlessly
one day about the lunch room, chewing moodily upon a ham sandwich, the while he mused upon the dullness of mundane things. For
to such a pitch of dullness had matters arrived that the poor scribe
felt that there was nothing in the college, nothing in the cosmos,
that merited an editorial. And thereat was he sad with an overwhelming sadness, for on this day the paper had to go to press, and
as yet there were no editorials. Indeed the outlook of our writer
assumed a gray and funereal hue; his eyes were glazed with the
dreary hoplessness of the doomed, his walk took on something of
the grim, tragic stride of Napoleon at St. Helena, and even his ham
sandwich seemed to have too much mustard on it.
It was while he was in this dangerous mood that the editor person wandered about the lunch room from one group of students to
another. And. ever and anon, he paused and listened to them converse. And it seemed to him that their conversation bore but one
refrain; but one sad note. They may have differed in many trivialities, but in one thing they agreed. They were all united in condemning their college education. Thus one group blamed the college for smothering genius. This group said that the clock-like precision of the courses turned out clock-like minds. They said that
there was no place for the dreamer in college. Still another group
claimed that the college did nothing but foster a wild and impractical dream?the dream of the ideal which would soon be crushed by
the realities of existence. This group was one soon to seek employment in the marts of trade and it held, paradoxically enough, that
a college degree was more a liability than an asset in that field. In
fact some were saying this about college education, others that.
But all were saying something about their education. And so it
seemed to our writer that this college education would be a fine
about and very apropos.
thing to wj«*e-rtri
And at'last he heard a student make a remark which struck
him. For it was indeed time for the man to be struck by something, he having been in the lunch room now for ten minutes. The
remark which seemed to him so remarkable was simply a student
saying with deep sarcasm:
"You'd think a degree was a masterpiece the way thev talk
it up."
The writer heard these words as he had heard thousands like
them, and it came over him that there was a good deal that smacked
of bitterness and cynicism and of satire in their author's voice.
And he wondered why.
Out of his brooding the scribe produced an editorial in which
he rose to great heights of eloquence and vigor. He wrote about
this masterpiece that is a college degree. Great pains the fellow
took to show that the degree would not be considered a masterpiece
as we ordinarily understand the word. For it is not artistic; nor is
it creative. It is not the end of a noble career. It is its beginning,
But the editorialist went deeper into the subject. He plumbed the
abysmal depths of etymology and folk-lore. And at last he demonstrated just wherein a degree was a masterpiece.
In the Old World, he said, when universities really treated of
the universe, and did not bother so much with the inner workings of
the stock market, the hoary savants would have told you that your
degree was a masterpiece and you would understood them. You
would have reverently borne away your masterpiece and framed it
and on the strength of it promptly received a position filling inkAvells for some London Shylock who didn't go to kindergarten. But
at any rate you would have recognized your degree as a masterpiece. For to the Old World a masterpiece was not the work of a
master. It was a piece of work which entitled one to take his place
among the master workmen of the world; it was the stepping-stone
from apprenticeship to the coveted status of master workman. And
thus, finished our writer, in a smashing peroration, is it with our
college degree. The degree signifies that we have passed our term
of apprenticeship and are ready to take our places among the master workmen of the world.
But when he had written the editorial and it had appeared in
print, lo! the students mumbled and grumbled among themselves,
saying:
"Who wants to be a master workman? It sounds, oddsfish,
much like unto a plumber. The truth is that this fellow has written
an editorial about college education, and who is there among us
who gives a whoop about that old and sickly subject? It is a platitude among platitudes. It is the bromide of bromides. This man
needs sadly to lay aside his bromides and take a bromo-seltzer!"
And the heart of the writer was heavy within him, but he sawthat it was the way of the world. Thus ends our sad little tale of
the editorial writer who tried to write about what others were
thinking. But he learned his lesson and thereafter wrote about the
Mahomet of Honk Konk and the coal strike in Mars and so lived
happily ever after.
Should anyone now ask us what all this has to do with the cold
wave we should have to reply quite frankly we don't know. We are
?or am?that editorialist.
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Young Men's Tuxedos
$50 and $55
Tailored by Scott's?with painstaking care, in our

own Boston workrooms.

The materials are fine unfinished worsteds, rich
and refined.
The models include notched or pointed lapels?with
fine silk facing?silk lined throughout.
New college type of wide trousers.
Sizes to fit perfectly tall, short or young men of
average build.
Smart?correct?assuring that well dressed appearance for all formal occasions.
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The University of Oregon is said
to have the biggest Spanish library
there

t

The Buchtelite, the weekly of Akron University, recently conducted a
contest for new college songs and
cheers, and the winner was to be
awarded a silver loving cup.

American student democracy is all
that could be desired. That is the
opinion of foreign students, according
to Dr. Alfred E. Koenig, unofficial adviser to foreign students on the campus. The idea prevalent among Americans that foreign students suffer
The fact
from isolation is untrue.
that American students place foreigners on the same plane with their
American fellow-students is appreciated by foreigners. If a foreign student is friendless, Dr. Koenig believes, it is because of his own desire
to be so.
"America is the easiest place in
which to be a hermit," states Dr. Koenig, who speaks from his own experience, being foreign born himself. He
believes that a foreigner must go out
of his way to make friends, just as
a native American must.
This is just one of the many interesting observations made by Dr. Koenig, who is affiliated with the IntcrRacial Service Council of this city.
Twice a week, from 8.30 to 9.30 on
Monday and from 2.00 to 3.00 on
Thursday, he meets foreign students
in room 215, Administration building,
and discusses their problems with
them.
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this library five thousand
Somehow or other there is

are in

volumes.

a special and extraordinary trend of
modern languages in this university,
particularly in Latin and Spanish.
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IN MEMORIAM
Little "Joe" Sullivan, Boston College's great, little sprinter of
the class of 1924, passed on to his eternal reward Monday, December 20, at the Rutland State Sanitarium. Joe was one of the best
sprinters in collegiate ranks and his feat of defeating Tierney of
Holy Cross in the annual dual meet of 1924 in ten seconds will be
long remembered. The HEIGHTS extends the sincere sympathy of
Boston College men to his family, for Joe with his cheerful personality had endeared himself to the hearts of Boston College men.
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quarter-century the General Electric
Company has produced electric motors having
a total of more than 350,000,000 man-power.
Electric light, heat, and transportation have also
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ACTIVITIES AT THE HEIGHTS
No. 4
THE MUSICAL CLUBS
This is the fourth in the series of
articles that have as subjects the activities supported by the students of
Boston College. In previous numbers
the literary activities of the students,
the HEIGHTS, the weekly newspaper,
and the STYLUS, the monthly literary magazine, were discussed. In the
article immediately preceding this, attention was drawn to the fine reputation, international, as well as national, that our debating societies, the
Fulton and the Marquette, have acquired.

In this article the Musical Clubs
will be the subject of explanation. It
is far more difficult to establish a
reputation for excellence in the field
of music than in perhaps, any other
field of endeavor. It is a long and
arduous road that must be pursued
before recognition is achieved. Within the last few years Boston College
has been following this line of action
and is just about to reap the fruits
of her toil.
New Leaders
This year the impetus of new blood
was added to the efforts of the Musical Clubs in the persons of Mr.
Douglas S. J., moderator of the Associated Clubs, and Mr. Ecker, the director of the Musical Clubs. Mr.
Douglas has been working hard to
arrange a schedule for the clubs, that
will give the necessary stimulus for
the members to put forth their best
efforts and a schedule that will bring
the Musical Clubs to the attention of
New England as one of the superior
college musical clubs. On the other
hand Mr. Ecker has been working
tirelessly to bring the standard of the
clubs to the highest possible degree
of excellence.
The Musical Clubs are comprised of
the band, the orchestra and the Glee
Club. There can be little debate on
the fact that we were represented
during the past football season by the
best band in the history of the Musical Clabs at Boston College This is
not a mere platitude, it is simply giving credit where credit is due. In
the senior class much pride was manifest that for the first time in their
memory the Boston College Band was
superior and evidently so, to that of
Holy Cross, on the occasion of the annual football clash. It was only by
faithful attendance of the rehearsals
that such fine results were achieved
and this spirit manifested by the band
is worthy of emulation.
Now that the football season is over

hoped that the band will not
break up, but will play at some of the
hockey games this winter, and at the
baseball games during the spring.
This is something that has been lacking in the past and it certainly would
advance the reputation of Boston College in the musical world.
Concert Season Approaches
it is

At the present time the Musical
Clubs have centered their attention
on preparing for the concert season.
With this in view the orchestra was
reorganized and tryouts for the Glee
Club were held. After a process of
careful elimination, the members of
the Glee Club were chosen and the
quartet and octette selected. So far
the quartet has made three public appearances, at the reception of Rev.
Fr. Rector, by the Newton K. of C,
at the "Night-before" Smoker, at the
City Club, and at the Alumni Football
Banquet at the New University Club.
Their efforts were well received and
if their work may be taken as a
criterion of the Glee Club, much can
be expected this coming season.
Rehearsals are held several times a
week for the members of the orchestra and Glee Club, to make ready for
their first public appearance early
this month. This last couple of years
the Musical Clubs have not possessed
an orchestra, but this year it was revived and will play an important part
in the public concerts of the clubs.
In the Intercollegiate prize competition last year Boston College did
very well, and this year they are
making a determined effort to be up
with the leaders.
Open Dates to Be Filled
Any social organization, especially
Boston College Clubs, can make arrangements for concerts by getting in
touch with Mr. Douglas, S.J., at BosAny information relaton College.
tive to the Musical Clubs may be obtained from Mr. Douglass, S.J.
Members of the alumni and student
body who have affiliations with social

HEIGHTS

portant factor and influence in the
life of the Nation. Many actors are
more widely known than statesmen.
And, of course, there is the Photoplay.
The American College has played
an important role in the growth of the
stage. In the west, college theatricals
are patronized in the same manner in
which the professional productions
are received in Boston. In the east,
the dramatic activities of certain colleges are a source of interest to the

Who has not heard of the
Harvard 47th Workshop, and its
famous founder, Professor Baker, now
at Yale? As for the Catholic colleges,
Holy Cross has gained a nation-wide
distinction as a result of its production, the "Hecuba" of Euripides.
public.

There is no other argument. Boston
College has new fields to conquer. The
Drama, one of the finest of the fine
arts, should be regarded as a major
activity. We must try to emulate and
surpass worthy example of our excellent l'ival of Worcester, whose latest
production is to be staged at Boston,
our own territory.
D. J. C, '30.

French Academy
in Public Debate
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

for their rebuttal, Daniel Healy, '29,
sang- "Le Crucifix." Mr. John Kelly
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BOSTON COLLEGE'22
ANNUAL BANQUET
The annual banquet of the class of
College, was held last
evening at the Victoria. Edward Bell
was toastmaster.
The guests and speakers were Rev.
Anthony Laverty of Dedham, class of
'17; Dist. Atty-elect William J. Foley
and Charles Birmingham, ex-president
of the Graduate Board of Boston College.
1i)22, Boston

The officers of the class are James
H. Doyle, Jr., President; Raymond
Drugan, secretary, and Charles Connolly, treasurer.

youths' clothing.
Cut on youthful lines
soft roll lapels, snugger
waist, full shoulders. Trousers a bit wider than Dad
may wear, but nothing he'll
frown at.
Fabrics are in the popular
?

which took considerable time, Mr.
Wilfred O'Leary. '29, recited "Le Petit
Chat."
The judges were Rev. Fr. Henry
Brock, S.J., chairman; Mr. Eugene
Moulin, A. M., professor of French at
B. C. High School, and Mr. Henry
Hartmann, a professor of modern
languages at Tufts College.
The debate was presented to a record audience, which included many
members of the faculty, Rev. Monsignor McGlinchey, parents and
friends of members of the Academy,
and many students from the college.

accompanied him at the piano.
The rebuttal, which immediately
followed, was at the same time amusing, interesting and well delivered,
and clearly showed the wonderful
ability of all the speakers to think
and speak the French language.
While the judges weighed the qualities of both teams, an act of justice

Boston College Men
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gentlemen
College

clubs should make an effort to interest their organization in the Musical
Clubs. By thus co-operating with Mr.
Douglas they are furthering the interests of their college.
Perhaps in no other activity of the

L

college is there a greater opportunity
to form friendships than in the Musical Clubs, yet how many neglect this
opportunity until it is too late. Members of the lower classes especially,
should make an effort to join the Musical Clubs and enjoy its benefits.

COMMUNICATIONS
To Communication Editor:?
Boston College, in the sixty-two
years of its existence, has established
a name and reputation which will
surely survive sixty-two more years.
On the gridiron, the Eagle elevens
have proved their mettle, and have
placed themselves among the strongest teams of the East.
On the
diamond, the Maroon and Gold
has met with similar success. On
the debating platform, also, B. C.
has shown talent, ability, intelligence,
and oratorical force in the clashes
with other teams, more widely known
in debating circles. There are numerous other activities where the men of
Boston College are victorious, either
through brain or brawn.
Strictly speaking, Boston College is
far from being an "athletic" institution. By this, I mean that athletic
reputation at the Heights is not a
primary, nor a secondary, aim of the
course. In outer circles, this institution is recognized as a cultural college, where philosophy and the fine
arts are essential in the curriculum.
Within the walls of this institution
there are many activities which are
The Freshman
decidely cultural.
yea» is almost entirely devoted to the
study of Poetry, one of the fine arts.
There are many language academies,
wherein the members are made more
proficient in a particular study. Music and Oratory, other great arts, are
also popular activities at the Heights.
But there is one art, which we must
admit is being neglected. In our
opinion, it is the greatest?the art
of Drama. In the face of all the cul-

tural and artistic activities which
flourish here, why is this, one of the
oldest, so overlooked?
True it is, that the study and analysis of Drama is an important part of
the course, and that a yearly Shakespearian is produced by the College.
But this is hardly sufficient to merit
recognition in the collegiate world.
Drama at Boston College should not
only be a study, but also an important
activity, which would promote the
staging of classical productions, encourage and educate the men of the
college in theatricals, and benefit the
student body in the appreciation of
the classics, which lose their brilliancy
by being read, and gain lustre and
power by being enacted, as they were
intended, on the legitimate stage.
Perhaps some may think that this
art is not of enough importance to
list it among those, recognized at the
Heights.
This argument is easily
refuted. The Drama dated back to
earliest times, when the ancient
Greeks invented the tragedy. Those
Greek and Roman classics did much to
mould the civilization of the first republics. Through the middle ages, the
Drama
survived in the nomadic
tribes which played short scenes,
based on some bible story, produced
for the purpose of teaching a moral
to the varying audiences, and to satisfy the inner urge on the part of the
actors to give way to histrionic endeavors. Then we have Shakespeare,
whose works are more widely known
than any other, with the single exception of the Holy Bible. In our own
day, we find that the stage is an im-
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Formation of Third Party
Discussed at Regular
Meeting of Society
LEEN PRESIDES
The last assembly of the Marquette
Debating Society was held on the
Monday previous to dismissal for the
holidays.
The Moderator was unavoidably absent, and the meeting'
was kept well in hand by Mr. Leon
from the presidential chair.
The weekly debate was on a subject
of universal interest. It read: "liesolved, that the formation of a third
major political party would be for the
best interests of the United States.''
The affirmative was represented by
Mr. Reinhardt, '30, and Mr. Morrissey, '29. Their opponents were Mr.
Sullivan of freshman and Mr. McCann, '29. They handled their matter
well, and evinced a thorough preparation of the subject. Shortly after
the start the debate assumed the proportions of a whole-hearted, goodnatured struggle, and this spirit did
not cease until the last speaker had
closed his rebuttal.
Following the debate, the house
took up the question in open discussion. An interest nearly equal to that
of the debate itself was manifested.
The judges of the debate were the
Messrs. O'Keefe, chairman, Landrigan and Flynn, all of '29.
They
awarded the debate unanimously to
the negative, and chose Mr. McCann
as the best speaker of the afternoon.
Strangely enough, the vote of the
house was contrary in every detail.
The society voted for the affirmative
and Mr. Morrissey. These two instances may give one an inkling' of
the comparative merits of the two
sides: It would be extremely difficult
for anyone to make a choice on this
debate, due to the keenness of the
competition and the evenly matched

sides.
The secretary's report, read by Mr.
McElroy, bodes evil for those in arrears as regards dues and fines.
The interest of the society is increasing with every meeting. So far
this year there have been but few
questions that have not been thorIt
oughly and spiritedly discussed.
looks like a big year for the Marquette.
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COMMUNICATIONS
To the Communication Editor:
For some years now, due to the
fact that in "Jack'' Ryder we possess
one of the greatest coaches of all
lime, .Boston College has maintained
an enviable record m the track world.
£ach year the track manager is besieged by letters of invitation from
the managers of the leading meets in
tne East. Year in and year out Bos-

College is represented by relay
teams and individual stars at these
meets, who can always be counted on
to be up with the leaders. Our record,
thanks to Jack Ryder and his tracksters, is one of the best in the collegiton

ate world.

To maintain this record the track
team led by Capt. Luke McCluskey,
one of the best middle distance men in
the country, have been training arduously under Jack Ryder since college
opened. A number of these men report lor training late in the afternoon, after laboratory work, in order
to fit themselves for positions on the
various teams. Naturally enough, all
of these men will not be successful,
for only a few will be picked for the
trips.
For some time Jack Ryder has
considered this fact and deplored
that he could not reward the men
in some way. Finally he hit upon
a plan?viz, a trip during a vacation. Not only would this trip
give the men an incentive to work
for, but it would also serve as a
fine medium for bringing Boston
College to the front in another sport.
We all know how far-spread our fame
has been, due to the success of our
football and baseball teams, here is an
additional opportunity in the track
world. However, sad to say, Jack
Ryder has found his plans blocked because of the lack of funds necessary
to transport and feed a team of 30 or
35 men for eight or ten days.
In order to help Jack Ryder to put
his plan into effect various methods
have been suggested for raising the
necessary funds. Of them all it seems
to me, the most likely to succeed is the
one that calls for a Boston College

Indoor track meet some Saturday
night in one of the track halls of Boston. The proceeds from this meet
would make such a trip for the
track team a possibility. Of course,
it would mean a great deal of work
ard effort, but I think it is worth it.
A few years ago, it was thought impossible to hold moi'e than two or
three debates in a season. However,
a few men with sound ideas and
aided by capable workers have made
it possible to hold from ten to twenty
or more debates in a season. In fact
the Fulton is working for a Western
trip to climax their season.
Our baseball team has a Southern
trip every year, the Hockey team generally has a Canadian trip, the debating team is planning a Western
trip, which has every indication of being realized, why not the Track team?
Cf>me on, you track-lovers, and start
tiie ball rolling for a Southern trip for
Jack Ryder and his tracksters.
B. C. '27.
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FULTON LOSES TO BRILLIANT TEAM
FROM SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, AUSTRALIA

SENIOR NEWS
As this goes to press, with one
week to go, one hundred seniors have
had their pictures taken. Before the
week is up it is expected that practically the whole class will have
visited the Arlington studio.
Paul Gillen, chairman of the dues
committee, reports that over one
hundred dollars have been received
in partial payment of class dues. Let
the class motto be "All dues in before the beginning of the second
term."

Four seniors are contenders for the
oratorical prize Friday night?Fred
McDermott, Leo Keefe, Tom O'Keefe
and Charley Hayden.
While the year is young, here are
few resolutions for seniors:
Resolved that I will be loyal to the
officers of my class, 1927.
a

Resolved that I will back all activities of the senior class, doing all in
my power to make them successful.
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(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
life Irian competition with man, either
in polities or in the professions, and
showing that woman's peculiar qualities which make her revered and respected by mar. would be lost irrevocably were she to depart from her
proper sphere of activity.
Negative Continues
case for the negative was conby Dr. John R. Godsall. Witty

The
tinued
and convincing, Dr. Godsall continued
to attack the philosophical foundation
of the Boston College case, stating
that what appeared on the surface to
be deep philosophical truths were
merely
rhetorical flourishes and
shallow sophistry. Ridiculing the idea
that woman's place is solely in the
home as a fallacy, Dr. Godsall clearly
showed woman's success in the professional fields, "teaching the great
unwashed and washing the great untaught."

With his customary lire and eloMr. Charles A. Hayden concluded the case for Boston College.
Mr. Hayden was more practical in his
argumentation than either of his two
colleagues, decisively refuting what
he termed the extravagant claims of
his opponents.
He showed very
quence,

Resolved that I will pay my class
dues.

Resolved that I will give my criticisms to the men who have charge of
the activities and not stir up bad feeling by secret discussions of the manner in which things should be done.
Resolved that I will be patient and
understanding with the leaders of

senior activities.
Resolved that I will help by my activity, if possible, the compilation of
my

Sub Turri.

Resolved that if I cannot help by
I will help by my support and praise the men who are compiling my Sub Turri.
my activity

Resolved that I will be on time for
all classes.
If these resolutions are fulfilled
some of the class officers and business
managers and editors may not be
bald after all. Quien sabe ?
Looking back over the past year, it
soon becomes apparent that senior
functions have been carried out with
remarkable precision and efficiency.

Smokers and socials were all successful, due in large measure to the
uncanny and unerring judgment of
F. I. in selecting chairmen.
Here they are: Joe McKenney, Leo
Keefe, Fred
McDermott, Freddy
Gannon,
Donnellan,
Jack
Jack
O'Brien, Paul Gillen, Dan Noonan,
and not one bloomer in the bunch.
That's picking 'em! Keep it up,
Frank.
Seniors led the -way in glorious
in the various activities of
the college.
manner

Joe McKenney captained our great
undefeated football team in a fashion
that will always be the boast of Boston College and the class of 1927.
Leo Keefe jumped in the head
cheer leader's shoes and found them
a perfect fit and, with Jack Connor,
did a great job.

In debating we have ample reason
to be proud. Fred McDermott, Leo
Keefe, Charley Hayden, Morrisey Gil-

7 FREDERIC J. CROSBY

Third International Debate

clearly

that success in the professions demands characteristics which
women do not naturally posses, showing that the securing of these qualities means the loss of what we revere
in women and irreparable damage to
the home life of the country. On the
other hand, declared Mr. Hayden,
failure to adopt these characteristics
means a corresponding failure to meet
the exigencies of professional life.
Mcintosh Concludes
Mr. Noel D. Mcintosh, concluding
the main case for the Australians,
showed that actual facts refuted the
theoretical claims of his opponents.
Taking each of the professions in order, Mr. Mcintosh showed that woman
not merely had the qualities to suc-

THE

len, Bill Marnell and Tom O'Keefe
represented the Fulton in three debates, two of them international.
Fred, Bill and Tom triumphed over
Cambridge; Morrisey helped defeat
Tech, and Fred, Leo and Charley lost
to the great Sydney University team.

With such a flying start seniors
should not have much trouble making the grade this year.
Other track mentors might well
imitate "Jack" Ryder's method of
keeping tabs on every one who steps
on the track and of giving each man
a certain amount of work each day.
This attention to even the least promising

looking

runners

has

netted

"Jack" many stars, the most notable
of whom was George Lermond, former national six-mile champion.

cee<], but had actually succeeded. Declaring that the Boston College team

had argued philosophical theories and
not actual facts, Mr. Mcintosh demonstrated that the success of woman
was adequate refutation of these
theories. Mr. Mcintosh delivered the
most
and
that
good

polished speech of the evening,
more than once

it was evident
in

his legal training stood him

stead.

Taking the floor in rebuttal, Mr.
Heathvvood concisely summed up the
negative case and refuted each of the
outstanding arguments of the affirmative. His clear-cut argumentation,
fiery oratory and pungent wit made a
powerful impression on the audience
and drew for him the greatest applause ever given a visiting debater.
Though Mr. McDermott strove most
valiantly in rebuttal and acquitted
himself in a most creditable manner,
the arguments of the negative were

irrefutable and the debate was
awarded to the negative by a unanimous vote of the judges.
Summed up in a nutshell, it was a
conflict between theory and fact. The
actual evidence appeared to be on the
side of the Australians. Although the
Fulton team was, as always, most
logical in its argumentation, and most
polished in its delivery, the mass of
evidence piled up by the talented and
witty visitors could not be overthrown.
This was the third international debate in the history of Boston College.
Previous debates with Loyola College
of Canada and Cambridge University
of England resulted in Fulton victories. The Sydney team was the
strongest by far of the British teams
and were worthy representatives of
our cousins of the Antipodes.
Although definite arrangements have
not as yet been made, it is understood
that negotiations are under way for a
debate next season with Melbourne
University of Australia.
convert of the Jesuits in Oxford,
which accounts for the Ignatius in his
name.
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All the way from Seattle, Wash.,

comes the latest odd ruling of a university's board of trustees. The University of Washington, situated in
this city, has established the ruling
that no degree would lie given to any
man or woman who is not proficient
in the art of swimming. The college
has instituted a course in swimming.
Plans for the building of two large
swimming-pools where experts in the
finny science will act as instructors
are now under way.

The Oxford debaters touring the
South visited Loyola University of
New Orleans shortly before Thanksgiving.
They, like the debaters of
Cambridge and Sydney, are visiting
American colleges under the auspices
of the Institute of International Education. The fame of American football lured them to the Loyola Campus
to see the Loyola "Wolves" in practice. Loyola won the Catholic football
championship of the South this season.
According to the Loyola "Maroon,"
one of the Oxford debaters, Giles
Ignatius Islam, is a Catholic, being a
The World Fomoua
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Loyola has many things in common
with B. C. besides an undefeated football team. Both colleges have banners of Maroon and Gold. Like Boston College Loyola has a splendid
group of Gothic buildings, with the
main tower on either campus modeled
after the famous tower of Magdalene
College, Oxford.
The Oxford men
felt quite at home at Loyola beneath
the towers of Oriel and St. John as
well as Magdalene.
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Sport Section
Hockey Team Drops First Game of
DALEY HANDICAPPED
THROUGH THE Season to Fast Toronto Sextet
FOR FIRST SEASON
Freshman and Transfer
Rules to Be in Effect
GRADUATE
TO
AID
ADVISERS
NEW
EXPECTED

HEAD COACH
staff at Boston College
next year, it is expected that some
radical changes will be made. The

coaching

that will face the new
graduate board of coaches will be the
development of a new offense to replace that which has been taught by
Maj. Cavanaugh. Some of the Boston College fans have been clamoring for a new modern attack, so that
with the advent of the new coaches,
it seems likely that the former Boston College offense will be almost
first problem

wholly "scrapped."

There is little doubt but what
scouting will continue, and personal
friends and associates of Coach Daley
will probably be used in that capacity. The coaches are not looking forward to spectacular results the first
year, for both the Freshman and
transfer rules will go into effect.
The Freshman rule means that the
coaches must build their 1927 eleven
out of this fall's squad. There is a
veteran line and a partially veteran
backfield ready for service now, but
the shift in systems will probably
mean some changes.
While no definite plans have been
made for the 1927 season, it is exthat

Joe

will

McKenney

handle the backfield, while Jack
Heaphy will concentrate on the line.
Daley himself will supervise the
work, while Kelleher will be busy
with a special Freshman squad.
The use of ex-Boston College football stars as a sort of advisory board
is expected, for the new coaches will
probably welcome any aid proffered
by graduates. If the graduates do
form an advisory board and help out
in the development of a team, it will
mean that Boston College's system
from now on will be thoroughly a
graduate affair.
The Freshman team will be used to
train the new men in the ideas of the
new system, with the probability that
both the Varsity and Freshman
elevens will be taught almost identical offenses, at least identical
fundamentals. Such a procedure
means that the new coaching staff
will probably have plenty of conferences before the gridiron season
even starts.
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MORE FOOTBALL CHANGES

Annually the college football coaches gather in New York to discuss

With the announcement of the new

pected

EAGLE'SEY

Boston

the need of any variations in the rules, and their recommendations bear the
greatest weight with the Intercollegiate Rules Committee. Last week more
than 200 coaches from all sections of the country gathered at the Hotel Astor,
and their one recommendation to the official rule makers was "that after
any change of position of one or more players, two or more seconds shall
elapse before the ball is put into play."
This was the rule adopted to eliminate the celebrated shift play which
was a potent factor in the offensive play of more powerful teams in the past
few years.
Although the change was adopted it was bitterly opposed by several
prominent coaches who prophesied harmful, unseen results to the offense.
It was finally found advisable to add a recommendation to the newly adopted
rule to. the effect that no change should be made in the present rule which
allows one man to be in motion before the ball is passed, provided he is not
in motion towards his opponents' goal.
Discussions were also numerous on varied other subjects of criticism in
the game but no further recommendations were made. The huddle system,
the practice of scouting, and the present agitation for the elimination of tie
games were the subjects of addresses, but no motions were made concerning
any of them. One interesting suggestion was made by a coach from Texas,
stating that a team kicking a goal after touchdown should be allowed one
point, but if it rushed the ball over from scrimmage or by a forward pass two
points should be allowed.

It has been the custom around New Year's for newspapers to print a long
list of Sportdom's champions of the past year, and the present time is no
exception. It is with a thrill of admiration that this list is read?boxers,
swimmers, wrestlers, race horses, and what not?until the place of college
athletics is reached. Football may be passed over. A discussion of that
season

again

is like!}

lo

fan the flames of another conflagration like the past

About a dozen teams were chosen from various sections of the
country, and three were selected as representatives of the East where eight or
nine would have been more appropriate.
Passing to baseball, the list is scanned in vain for the names of Boston
College, Holy Cross and Fordham, and who, pray, had a team superior to
either of them last spring ? Usually the college baseball title is won or lost
when Boston College and Holy Cross meet on the diamond. Last year Fordham forged to the front and many critics proclaimed her as having an edge
on the two usual headliners. Add the names of Georgetown and Villanova to
the above three and you have the cream of college baseball. None of them
was mentioned in the list of champions.
And hockey! Not a glimmer of Boston College's fame shone from the
list. And who has held the collegiate hockey crown for the past decade or
so? What team was so strong that only Canadian colleges would play it?
Boston hockey fans know where the hockey crown rests, for they know a
hockey team as only the fans of the home of American hockey can know it.
So early in the season there can be no predictions concerning the strength
of this year's team, but this much can be said. It won't be the worst six in
collegiate hockey and neither will it be the worst in the history of the college.
A few games to test its strength is what the team needs most of all.
World War.

GREETINGS, COACH DALEY!
The Sporting Department extends to the newly appointed coach wishes for
success for 1927. Coach Daley will find the greater part of the undefeated
1926 eleven on hand to greet him next fall. A punter and a quarterback will
be all that is necessary to make next season's team as powerful as that of the
past year.

CAV NAMES COMERFORD,
McNAMARA, ASSISTANTS
AT FORDHAM
Major Frank W. Cavanaugh, appointed to succeed Frank Gargan as
head coach at Ford ham University,
has selected two of his former pupils
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Harrison.

Comerford produced a quartet of
strong ends in Dumas, Dower, Sullivan and Whelan, who played a prominent part in the success of the 1926

team.
McNamara will coach the freshman.
Dinny was a great backfield
man, being at home in the signal
caller's berth as well as at any other
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Boston's

to a ; d him in installing his system,
Walter "Tony" Comerford of Worcester and John "Dinny" McNamara
of Lexington.
Comerford will have charge of the
ends. During the last few years of
the Cavanaugh regime at Boston College, Comerford handed the ends. His
value as end coach was brought to
light this past season when Boston
College was expected to be weak at
the wings, due to the graduation of

O'Connell and

the backfield.

His

great

speed made it possible for him to fill
any position in the backfield well.
Dinny is captain of baseball this year
and will receive his sheepskin in June.

One of the best all-around athletes of
Boston College and a keen student of
Cav's system, Dinny should prove a
success in handling the Fordham
Freshmen.

Last Saturday night the Eagles
ventured on the Arena surface for
their first battle. Results were not
pleasing to us, as friend "Baldy" took
a cuffing to the count of 4 goals to 1.
The boys had the brilliant Toronto
sextet on hand as their first opponent; and, as far as the outcome was
concerned, it was a typical Toronto
game, our Canadian friends coming
through in their usual fine fashion.
But the game was not as one-sided
as the score would tend to indicate.
The Eagle downfall can be attributed
to many causes.
First and foremost, this was the
first game for our six. They had not
previously seen actual competition,
and the newness that naturally is felt
at every "first game," coupled with
the fact that we had the intercollegiate champions as our opponents,
both united to present an insurmountable barrier to Maroon and
Gold aspirations. Then again, it is a
well-known fact that the team has
had very little scrimmage work so
far. An unfortunate mixup in dates
has left the Eagle to work out alone,
instead of with the usual local opponents. This fact could be seen in the
work of the club as a whole.
Team play was a nonentity as far

as

LAST YEAR'S CHAMPIONS
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LACK OF EXPERIENCE EVIDENT

we

were concerned.

But we do

not believe there is a college team on
this side of the border that can put
on a passing attack and get away
with it against Toronto. It simply
cannot be done. The Toronto forpre-eminent in the difficult art of checking hack. They are
exceptionally fast on the runner);,
and cut down many a B. C. sally from
behind. They can hook check, poke
check, body check and in every man-

ward line is

ner possible stop hostile attacks.
Then they have a defense that is seldom outguessed.
The points are
sturdy, rugged players who held the
Boston team well in hand. And in
the net they have a man nearly as
good as Joe Sullivan, who patrolled
the citadel for Hudson, Porter & Co.
last year.
Here is a brief glimpse of Toronto,
definitely. But you have to see them
to appreciate them.
It was small wonder, then, that
B. C. efforts were usually of the individual, rushing type. That was our
lone chance, and inexperience and
lack of work prevented our team from
making a better showing against a
team thoroughly schooled in every
trick of the game, a team which has
already been through nearly ten
games this season.
The Toronto equipment was held
up somewhere between Boston and
New York, so they appeared all
togged out in the raiment of the Boston Tigers.
And they certainly
looked their part after they became
accustomed to their skates.
Things started off with the Heights

club forcing the play. Larry Gibson,
a freshman playing left wing in his
first college game, caught our eye
after the toot of the whistle and
held it right up to the end of the
game. He, with his companion forwards, Perdy Fitz and Cronin, kept
the Canadians busy for awhile, driving nine shots in a row at Toronto's
goalie before young Fitz had a
chance. But it did not take Toronto
long to get going.
They soon
warmed up and then the fun began.
After five minutes of play, Gaily circled defense on the right lane and
beat Leon Fitz with a snap shot.
Boston College redoubled its efforts
with no reward. Just before the end
of the period Harley rang up number 2 for Toronto, catching the Boston defense asleep on a quick shift to
the left lane. Joe Fitz. Tubber
Cronin and Larry Gibson were doing
all the Boston work, and were within
striking distance several times, only
to be denied.

The second period saw some wonderful action.
Play reached fever
heat and spectators were kept on
their feet constantly by the swiftness

of the play. Body contact was not
ignored, and at one time the writer
counted six men strewn on the ice
in various attitudes, all at the mouth
of the Boston net. In this period
Dunn scored for the opposition. He
came down the ice with Gaily
but they were checked. However, he
clung to the defense, regained the puck,
and dived through an opening, following this up with a drive that Fitz had
but little chance to save. The college boys should have scored a few
minutes later. Joe Fitz scooped the
puck, and with a quick jump caught
the Toronto forward line up the ice.
He bore down on the Toronto net with
Cronin at his right. Upon reaching
the defense, he faked to the left and
passed to Cronin.
Tubber easily
shook himself clear and had an open
shot at Stollery from the side. However, he could not be beaten, and a
Boston effort had gone for naught.
Cronin scored our lone tally in the
3rd period when he pelted in a backhander from scrimmage. This was
offset a moment later by Gaily of the
Canadians, who scored on an in-

dividual effort.
Perdy Fitz played well for the
Heights aggregation, and threatened
at times. Joe Fitz was our best bet,
making many speedy rushes and forcing Stollery to marvelous feats in
the net. Tubber Cronin put up his
usual steady game, and teamed up
with Fitz on the offensive. Gibson
showed himself to be a comer and
played good hockey. Young Fitz in
the goal played well, and is going to
be a headliner with a little experience.
To enumerate Toronto stars would
be to go through the lineup. Gaily
was fast and
clever; Whitehead
flashy; Dunn speedy; Kirkpatrick
steady as a rock, and Stollery unbeatable. That's only the half of it.
The lineup:
TORONTO
King, Richards, R. W.
Harley, Dunn, C.
Gaily, Park, L.W.
Whitehead, R. D.
Kirkpatrick, L. D.
Stollery, goal.

BOSTON COLLEGE
L. W. Gibson, Kelleher.
C, Fitz, McGovern
R. W., Cronin, Tedesco, Groden.
R. D., Morrissey, Cronin.
R. D., J. Fitz, Linehan.
Goal, L. Fitz.
Score, Toronto, 4; B. C, 1. Goals,
2; Harley, Dunn, Cronin,
Referees, Bill Stewart and Red Synnott. Time, 3 twenty minutes periods.
Gaily,

There is much discussion among
the students in the vicinity of New
York, on the possibility of a second
student delegation to Russia next
year. The student council of New
York, a federation of student clubs
and governments, has been secured to
back the venture.
The call has been issued to other
colleges, asking student organizations
to volunteer in choosing a national
committee for carrying on the project. Student organizations anywhere
in the United States are invited to
send delegates to a conference to be
held November 26, at Columbia University. The student council of New
York City is the outcome of a succession of conferences on international
questions. It was organized with the
following purpose: "To unite the students of the New York colleges, to
interest them in local, national and
international problems; to quicken
response to the needs of humanity;
and to secure an expression of student opinion on all subjects of vital
interest."

Blue cords, ranger hats and blue
blazers trimmed with white will be
worn by seniors

at Brigham Young

University this year as
garb.

a

distinctive

LEO DALEY SUCCEEDS CAVANAUGH--FIRST GRADUATE COACH FOR B. C.
EXPERIENCED MENTOR
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
College was a radical move, it is felt
that a man of Daley's calibre can
handle the situation in the proper
manner.

While Daley himself was an end,
his greatest success has been as a
football strategist and backfield
coach, so that with McKenney he
will probably devote himself principally to the work of the Boston backfield, Heaphy, who has turned out
some strong- lines at Boston College
High, is expected to handle much of
the line training.
The announcement of the appointments was made at the Elks' Club.
The contracts are all for one year
with no announcement, as to the
amount of salary.
Details on Daley's contract had to
be ironed out, for the now English
High coach did not desire to give up
his present position.
While he is a football coach, he has
been very active in educational fields.
Even now, he is a student at the Harvard Graduate School of Education,
but the contract with Boston College
will interfere neither with his English High teacher's position nor his
graduate studies.
Daley was the oldest of the graduates mentioned for the Boston College post when the graduate board
decided that only graduates would be
considered for the position. His application was received very late and
for a time he was not sure that he
would take it.
The new Boston College coach
learned his first football at Boston

Latin

School, from which he was
graduated in 1912. He came to Boston College with a big scholastic "rep"
and was a varsity player for four
seasons

under the coaching regimes

of Steve Mahoney and "Hiker" Joy.

Joy

HEIGHTS

THE

6

was assistant to

Major

Cav-

anaugh at Boston College last fall.
Man of Wide Experience

After being graduated from Boston
College in 1916, Daley attended the
Boston Normal School for a year and
later started working for a master's
degree from Harvard. He expects
that he will get his master's degree
soon, as he lias been taking courses
whenever work permitted.
Ever since his graduation, Daley
has been an active football coach.
The stamp of any particular system
cannot be found on him, for he has
made a study of ail systems. He had
three different coaches in his own
high school and college career. He
stud ed under Knute Rockne when the
latter taught a summer school of
coaching. He h i m s e 1 f has diagrammed and blue-printed hundreds

of plays that have developed during
the past few years. He has been
active as a football official, which
gave him an opportunity of watching
all sorts of football offenses and defenses. He has coached both high
school and independent teams.
Started Coaching in 1917
When Daley first went into coaching he took charge of the football
fortunes of South Boston High in the
fall of 1917. He attained considerable success there, but the World War
interfered, and when Daley returned
from naval service he became coach
of the Boston College High teams.
He turned out two elevens in 1919
and 1920 that many regarded as the
finest teams in the history of the

school.
Success

have followed him
scholastic football, for

seems to

throughout
Hyde Park High began to forge
ahead in the football world when he
took charge in 1921. While at Hyde
Park he not only turned out some
good teams, but developed three
stars who will be under him next year
on the Boston College squad. George
Wilczewski, Pete Herman and Donald McGowan, members of the Boston
College football squad last fall, are
all pupils of Daley.
English Team Won Title
He spent four years as coach of
Hyde Park teams and then went to
English High, where the past two
seasons have been marked by unusual
success. His 1926 English eleven won
the city championship in impressive
fashion. In scholastic football Daley
is in the first rank of coaches, but he
has also been interested in independent football.
When Pere Marquette, K. of C, decided to adopt a football coaching
system about seven years ago, Leo
Daley was picked as the most capable man. During his seven years as
a Pcrc director. Dale?,' has come into
contact with every manner of football men. He has coached high school
stars, college stars, amateur stars, all
with admirable success.
The Pere
teams during his regime were nearly
always outstanding among the independent teams.

January 4, 1927

dents of the Cavanaugh system, for
Jack Heaphy and Joe McKenney have
been trained in that style of play.
Heaphy is regarded as the greatest
center in the history of the college,
and, although twice elected captain,
never served in that capacity. He
was out of school during the year of
his first captaincy and, although
elected captain on his return, resigned the honor so that a player
who had played the
might be elected.

came head coach at Rindge in 1923,
immediately after graduation.
He coached Torn Smith, now regarded as the best defensive player
on the Boston College team. Kelleher himself is said to have been the
greatest defensive fullback of Boston College gridiron history.
Heaphy attended Beverly High in
his schoolboy days, McKenney was an
all-scholastic star at Brighton High,
while Kelleher gained football fame
when at Boston College High.

previous year

Alumni Well Pleased
The appointment of the entire staff
met with considerable favor among
the college alumni, who feel confident
of the ability of Daley, Heaphy, McKenney and Kelleher to establish a

Much has been written of his college playing, and since leaving Boston College he has directed the football activities of Boston College
High. At that school Heaphy is regarded highly as a football coach.

McKenney Rated Highly
Many regard

McKenney as the
of athlete, and but for his
youth he might have been a contender
for the head coach position. Despite
his youth and lack of coaching experience, he is expected to develop, and
many expect that the brilliant "Joe"

ideal

typo

will some day be the head coach at
Boston College.

McKenney captained

the undefeated Boston College team
last fall, his fourth year as varsity
quarterback.

There is a distinct scholastic tinge
to the Boston College coaching staff,
for not only have Daley and Heaphy
been active in that field, but Bill
Kelleher was the youngest coach in
the Suburban League ivhen he be-

strong graduate coaching system.
A hard schedule is on tap for the
Eagles' football team next year, for

the team will play Geneva College,
Villanova, Georgetown, Connecticut
Aggies and Holy Cross in succession.
Dear Fid ?As a member of the Soph

Class, I wish to den the "Frosh" to
another football game. I think they
were lucky in the last game.
I am
also willing to treat them all to a pint
of ice cream if they win. When do
you
think this game should be
played?? Snub.
Ans.?Snub, I would advise you to
try to book the game immediately
after the mid-years, for then half of
the Freshmen would "go home to
Ask the
Profs abou-s
Mother."
that.?Ed.
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Sold on Convenient Terms

167 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
Open Evenings 9 o'clock

Telephone KEN 3360?3361

prospects at goalie.

Tubber Cronin was unable to flash
of old, although he scored our
only goal because of the fact that he
did not receive sufficient support.
This lack of teamwork, however, is a
thing that can be remedied by practice.
as

Perdy Fitz, although not yet accustomed to his new berth at centre
ice, will fit in nicely with Tubber
Cronin and Larry Gibson.
Joe Fitz, no relation of the other
Fitz's, was one of our mainstays.
Joe packs a wicked shot in that trusty
shillalah of his and should be up with
the leading scorers this year.

Playing; a flashy team like Toronto
game, without the benefit
?;\u25a0 '-at d"n> of practice, could not
:"
be expected to mean victory for the
Ragles. However, the season's young
yet and we shall see what we shall

in the first
??

see.

The Presbyterian Orphanage of
Lynchburg, Virginia, claims the only
barefoot football team in the world.
Just how effective they are against
opponents who simply play football
and make the ridiculous mistake of
wearing shoos on the gridiron is
shown by their season's score. They
have already played six games and
have amassed a total of 118 points to
nothing by their foes.
For the entire eleven, there is but
one shoe. That is donned by the
quarter back for kicks.
When the
play is finished, off comes the shoe.
The boys play without shoes from
their own choice to increase their
speed. The orphanage "shoeless wonders" have created quite a stir in
Virginia football circles this year.
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An illustrated booklet which will aid you more
than ever to know your college is now on sale
at the HEIGHTS office for twenty-five cents a
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Young Fitz, brother of famous
Jack and of Perdy, who is playing
centre ice this year, is another
Freshman who will be a star of the
first rank with a little experience.
Coach Rocque is jubilant over his

Nov,- that Coach Rocque has had
opportunity to observe the boys
under fire, he will be able to go about
!v'- work of moulding the type team
he is famous for with a little more
certainty.

u

Art in Boston
College

|
r

Larry Gibson, a Freshman and
ex-star of Cambridge Latin, playing
his first varsity game showed signs
of rare promise for a newcomer.
With a little experience he should
team up well with Tubber.

;.n

As a B. C. Man you should be able to answer all
these questions which are constantly on the lips of

u
I

next game.

There's nothing like competition for
positions for developing a fighting,
winning team. And from what the
subs showed against Toronto they
have something to say about who is
going to play regular.

Heraldry of Assembly Hall ?
Gothic Type of Architecture ?
Painting's in the Rotunda ?
Gaelic in Assembly Hall ?
Windows of the Chapel ?
Figures about the Building's ?
Names on the Science Hall ?

visitors.
»

Although the team lost to Toronto
the holiday night, there were many
indications that with a little work,
the Eagles will present an entirely
different brand of hockey in their

Joe Linehan of Senior, playing in
his first varsity game, filled in at
centre ice and at defense. The men
playing in these positions now will
have to hustle to keep Joe from
being a regular.

Do you know
the signification of?

May i)f;er Something New
The Pere teams have played a conservative type of football under h's
leadership, with several reminders of
a Cavanaugh style of play, although
the game was essentially his own.
He has frequently experimented in
the development of a proper offense,
so that Boston College fans expect
that he will give Boston College
something new and powerful under
his regime.
His assistants are thorough stu-

HOCKEY NOTES

Yale Athletic Association,
stated recently that the new Yale
hockey arena, will be opened this

of

the

winter. The athletic association has
been told that the construction is
being' pushed with all speed, and it is
possible that the new arena will be
oven early in January.
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Wholesome Food Prepared in a Tasty Manner?
i'ersonal Service

Jo VINCENT MURRAY
CATERER
Room
Nantasket
Hull 1317

State Waiting

262 Beach Street
Revere
Revere 2570

Boston College
Cafeteria

Centre Newton 3138

